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The legalization of same-sex marriage here is
expected to provide a boost of millions of
dollars a year for Arizona's wedding and
tourism industries. But the state's negative
image regarding civil rights for the lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender community
could hinder any positive business impact.

On Oct. 17, the state dropped its legal efforts
to protect a constitutional amendment
defining marriage as the union of one man
and one woman after a federal court ruled it unconstitutional. That stopped an
exodus of LGBT couples who were traveling to other states to take their vows.

It also stemmed the loss of money to local businesses, said Drew Coleman,
event producer with Life Design Event Planning and representative of
MRSter.com, a blog and business that specializes in same-sex unions.

Now that such weddings are legal, Coleman said he expects Arizona's ideal
weather — especially during the winter, when other states are snowed in —
will draw more LGBT couples to the desert for their ceremonies.

"I think Arizona couples will definitely choose Arizona as a state to get married
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in," Coleman said. "There's not a bad season except summer."

The challenge will be how the state welcomes these couples.

More saying 'I do'

Maricopa County already has seen a spike in marriages performed since the
gay marriage ban was removed. The number of marriage licenses issued in
October 2014 jumped 25.5 percent from the same month in 2013. November
2014 saw a 20.1 percent year-over-year increase, and December followed that
trend, up 24.3 percent, according to the Clerk of the Maricopa County
Superior Court.

The county doesn't break down the licenses among opposite-sex and same-
sex requests — but prior to this year, growth in marriage licenses never broke
8 percent. And each wedding translates into potential revenue for Arizona
businesses.

A NerdWallet study predicted Arizona's economy would earn an additional
$53.7 million a year from LGBT marriages. The study took the recorded
percentage of LGBT people in Arizona (3.9 percent) and the marriage rate (0.8
percent) to predict 2,119 LGBT marriages a year. An average wedding in
Arizona costs $25,332.

The biggest economic boosts related to LGBT marriage legalization in various
states are in the travel, tourism and hospitality sectors, said Christy Mallory,
senior counsel at the Williams Institute at the University of California–Los
Angeles. She focuses on laws and policies that affect the LGBT community.

"Places like Arizona are huge tourist and wedding destinations," Mallory said.
"We expect that any place that's a draw for opposite-sex couples is likely to be
the same for same-sex couples as long as it's perceived as a positive
(environment)."

Baking up business

Some business owners already have won financially by advertising their pro-
LGBT stances.

Tim and Joan O'Connor, owners of Honey Moon Sweets in Tempe, were part of
a Wrigley Mansion wedding giveaway for LGBT couples. During the
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controversy over Senate Bill 1062 — state legislators' failed attempt to allow
businesses to discriminate against customers based on the owners' religious
beliefs — Tim O'Connor said Honey Moon Sweets joined many other
businesses in displaying signs that read: "Open for business to everyone."

"We did see a spike in people when we put up the sign," he said. "I think
people were spreading the word — 'Yeah, these people are friendly to LGBT
couples.'"

Despite LGBT marriage legalization, that community still faces several issues,
including workplace discrimination.

"I think until all of that goes away, there will still be people who kind of hide
who they are, unfortunately," O'Connor said. "But certainly people who are out
are probably going to do a more public ceremony."

Finding a positive environment

Drawing the LGBT community may be a tough task for local businesses,
depending on the city and perceptions of its policies.

Phoenix, Tempe and Tucson are recognized high on the list of U.S. cities
working toward equal rights, according to a report from the Human Rights
Campaign, an LGBT advocacy group. All three received a perfect 100 on
HRC's 2014 Municipal Equality Index Scorecard based on nondiscrimination
laws, relationship recognition, the municipality as an employer, municipal
services, law enforcement and relationship with the LGBT community.

From there, it's a steep fall for Arizona cities. Scores dropped to 73 for
Chandler and was lowest at 33 for Peoria. The average score of the nine
Arizona municipalities on the list was 67.6.

Arizona may be seen as less hospitable than other states because it lacks
nondiscriminatory policies, Mallory said.

Gov. Jan Brewer vetoed SB 1062 after citizen protests, complaints from
business owners, and opposition from the National Football League, Apple
Inc., American Airlines, Marriott and American Express, all of which have
large operations in the Valley. But the bill's passage through both houses of
the Legislature was a cause of concern for some, Mallory said.
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Additionally, joint adoption by a same-sex couple is a hazy topic, but generally

is perceived as not permitted in Arizona.

Cost of perceptions

It's impossible to put a dollar amount on public perception, but it is possible

to speculate, said Dennis Hoffman, director of the L. William Seidman

Research Institute at the W.P. Carey School of Business at Arizona State

University.

Hoffman said Arizona has been dominated historically by a libertarian streak

that favors an economic conservative philosophy, but an open labor market

and individual choice.

Yet discriminatory policies, whether toward LGBT people or undocumented

immigrants, are inconsistent with Arizona's libertarian roots, Hoffman said.

These policies make Arizona appear unwelcoming, which turns away potential

business opportunities.

"It's fair to argue that embracing a social conservative agenda, if that's what

folks want ... is not going to be perceived as welcoming to certain individuals,"

Hoffman said. "There's no evidence that you're going to make that up by

attracting some folks who like the fact that you're not welcoming to certain

folks."

If addressing LGBT rights could help improve the economy, Hoffman said the

state should tackle it.

"It's an eight-cylinder car, and we're only working on two," he said.

Danika Worthington
Editorial intern

Phoenix Business Journal
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